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My Love to Thee
By Myrtle Fillmore (Adapted from “The Rosary”)

The hours I’ve spent with Thee, dear Lord,
Are pearls of priceless worth to me.
My soul, my being merge in sweet accord
In love for Thee, in love for Thee.
Each hour a pearl, each pearl a prayer,
Binding Thy presence close to me;
I only know that Thou art there,
And I am lost in Thee.
Oh, glorious joys that thrill and bless!
Oh, visions sweet of love divine!
My soul its rapturous bliss can ill express
That Thou art mine, O Lord!
That Thou art mine.

A Message of Support

Our ministry is supported primarily by freewill offerings of
friends like you. Your generosity helps make it possible for us
to offer this inspirational booklet. Our desire is to make Unity
literature available to everyone who wants it, especially those
most in need of spiritual encouragement.
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The Gift of

Praer
Introduction
Prayer is the tried-and-true way to connect with God.
Yet people often ask: What is prayer? And how are we to
pray?
In its simplest definition, prayer is communion with
God. When we pray, we turn our attention to the presence of God and remember our oneness with God. We
release outer concerns and open ourselves to God’s love,
wisdom, and guidance.
There are as many ways to pray as there are people—if
not more. Prayer requires no special training, no specific
methodology, no essential words. Prayers can be long or
short, spoken or silent, formal or informal. The important thing is not the posture you strike or the words
you speak, but the intention in your own heart. Do you
desire to know God? If so, the way will be made clear.
Do you wish to bless others? Hold them in your heart,
and they will be.
The Gift of Prayer reminds us there are many ways to
pray, but all of them make a difference. Whether we sing,
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plead, praise, write, rejoice, give thanks, whisper in our souls,
or shout it to the rooftops, we are connecting with God—and
because of that, we are changed. Prayer softens our hearts and
sets our course aright. It heals us at depth, changes our perspective, and expands our awareness. Prayer reminds us that outer
appearances are simply that—appearances. The Truth lies within.
Our prayer for you is that this little booklet will inspire you to
remember and use the gift of prayer in your own life, regularly
and with joy. May you know that God is always with you, an
infallible source of strength, courage, wisdom, love, and inner
peace. And may you discover prayer as a way to tap into it all.

Your Friends in Unity
2
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Prayer
By Mary-Alice and Richard Jafolla

S

ince the beginning of time, people of all civilizations have
prayed. From prayer beads to prayer wheels, from solemn
Gregorian chants to foot-stomping gospel music, from the
fervent worshipers flogging their backs with ropes to the seeker
quietly sitting cross-legged atop a mountain, there are as many
ways of praying as there are people who pray.
When human circumstances seem overwhelming, we instinctively turn to prayer. There is something comforting about
taking time out to commune with a Higher Power—to savor the
sweet luxury of special moments of conscious awareness of God.
The soul seeks the experience of raising itself to a spiritual level,
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where it can think and feel from its innate divinity. It is these
heightened moments which satisfy—which give us the strength
to go forward, the joy to warm our hearts, the comfort to ease
our sorrows.
What Is Prayer?

Prayer in its simplest form is any conscious attempt to experience the presence of God. Prayer is a deliberate activity—one
of seeking to recognize our oneness with God, of opening
ourselves to the power of God as it moves through us in new and
wonderful ways.
Once this happens, however, prayer becomes something even
more. As our awareness of the presence of God expands, prayer
becomes the experience of being part of God, of centering
ourselves directly in the creative flow of the universe, of
perceiving things not with human eyes or human ears or human
minds but from the divinity within us. We pray not to God or for
God, as something separate from us, but from that sacred presence which is our very essence.
And so we come to see that the purpose of prayer is not to fill
an earthly need—new car, better relationship, healing—but to
satisfy the natural longing in our souls not only to experience
our Creator but actually to live from that experience. Even if we
pray for specific things, the underlying need is really the need to
experience our spirituality, to feel our oneness with God, to sense
the comfort and the guidance and the healing that rise up out of
opening ourselves to God.
Can “things” ever really satisfy our souls? Sooner or later we
realize that true satisfaction comes only from finding God. As
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Charles Fillmore, cofounder of Unity, declared, “The real search
of all people is for God. They may think they are looking for
other things, but they must eventually admit that it is God they
seek.”
While historically we may have prayed to a Higher Power
outside ourselves, imploring for things and outer changes in our
lives, we are now discovering that this Power is omnipresent and
dwells within each of us.
As a separated drop of ocean water eventually makes its way
back to the sea, we are inexorably drawn back into the awareness of our oneness with God. The drop of water may evaporate
and be drawn into the clouds to be blown by wind and fall as
snow on the highest mountain. Eventually the snow will melt
and the drop will become part of a trickle and then a stream and
then a river until finally it returns to the sea. If we could suspend
reason for a moment, it might seem that at various points in its
journey, the drop may pray to melt or to be part of the trickle, or
it may pray to join a stream or a river. But what it really “wants”
is to find the ocean again.
Our prayers are to find God again—to be lifted by Spirit as It
speaks and thinks and acts as us.
The Purpose of Prayer

Virtually every religion embraces some form of prayer, and
followers of each religion are told to pray. But seldom are they
taught how to pray, so most people are troubled by doubts about
whether they have been praying correctly.
Since the purpose of prayer is to know God, the highest use of
prayer, then, is to announce our intention of opening ourselves
6
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to the presence of God. It is our endeavor to merge with and
accept all the qualities of God—a heartfelt invitation to allow
God’s life to be lived through us.
Therefore, we don’t have to pray specifically to change people or
circumstances. Our prayers are for the purpose of knowing God.
Yet, interestingly, when we pray to experience God, the people
and circumstances in our lives do change! Why? Because prayer
has changed us. Centered in God’s presence, we then deal with
the people and the circumstances of our lives in more loving
ways. Prayer—seeking more of an awareness of God—changes
us, and in changing us, changes all aspects of our lives. It’s been
said that prayer doesn’t change things; prayer changes people,
and people change things. And this is so.
There is no need to beg God for anything, because we already
have access to all that God is. So prayer becomes the way to
express our thanks for life and its blessings—those we already
7
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have and those still to come. This is sometimes referred to as
“affirmative prayer.” It acknowledges the truth that God is
present in us and in every situation, and therefore the potential
for us is beyond anything we can humanly imagine.
Thus, if we are praying specifically for more prosperity, for
instance, we may attain it simply because we are focusing our
energy on prosperity and making it a priority in our lives. Such
attention may yield the results we are looking for. But that is
opening ourselves to only part of what there is for us to experience. We have limited ourselves and may not be fully open to all
the rest—health, love, joy, peace, and the teeming font of absolute soul satisfaction that is available simply because we are filled
with the presence of God.
How to Pray

What exactly is the right method of prayer? There are as many
“right” methods of praying as there are people who pray! …
While there is no one “secret” method of prayer, the acknowledgment of the presence of God is always a meaningful way to
begin. This may take the form of words, aloud or silent.
What kinds of words? Whatever is in our hearts. Praying is a
very simple activity and requires no special words—only the
willingness, the hunger, to know God. Whatever phrases, in any
language, that help move us into the place deep within our souls
where we can begin to feel our oneness with God—these are
prayers.
Eventually, however, we move beyond words—beyond
thoughts—into the vaster realm of pure Spirit. This is what is
sometimes called “the Silence.” During our times of prayer, we
8
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discover what is waiting in the Silence to be discovered. We dip
into the eternal wellspring of divine life that exists within us.
And there, in the absolute stillness, we simply rest in the exquisite sense of the presence of God.
During our times of prayer, we want to let go of any preconceived ideas, any doubts, any desired outcomes, and surrender
ourselves completely to God. If we find a parade of thoughts
marching by as we sit in the stillness, we can merely become
indifferent to them. We can just allow them to pass through
and then gently bring our focus back to the inner silence.
Nonresistance is the key here, so that we remain tranquil and
able to savor the experience.
“The secret place of the Most High” is an inner space, a very
personal place of total silence, which no one else can ever enter
or disturb. It is that eternal, changeless part of us that waits
9
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like a safe harbor to welcome us in calm or storm, in peace or
turmoil. It is in the Silence that we feel infused with God. It is in
the Silence that we find our peace and our strength, our joy and
our healing.
A few moments in utter stillness will quickly bring us back
to the realization that we are part of our Creator, part of the
universe, and that truly we are not alone.

10
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Always Available

There are numerous opportunities every day to still the
body and quiet the mind, allowing us to slip between the
cracks of our outer world and into the inner one of silence.
It might be in the quiet of the early morning or during
some wordless moments of a prayer service or even during
those brief times when we sit in noisy traffic waiting for the
light to turn green! The stillness, in other words, is always
available.
If we are newcomers to prayer and communion with God
and are harassed by thoughts, feelings, and memories during
times of prayer, it is important not to give up. By making
it a daily habit to become consciously aware of the presence of God, we find that this activity becomes easier and
easier. Each prayer experience builds upon the previous
one, having a cumulative effect. Ultimately, through prayer,
we will be transformed into the God-centered beings
we are meant to be. Our “joy will be full,” for we will be
experiencing the unimaginable wonder of God’s presence
expressing through our lives.
A Holy Time

Prayer is a holy time within our hearts—a time of worship,
joy, and thanksgiving deep inside ourselves. It is a time
of lying down in green pastures, being led beside the still
waters, and having our souls restored. We come away
from prayer renewed in body and mind and at peace with
ourselves and our world.
Let us take time to pray, for it is the highest blessing we can
give ourselves and others.
11
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Prayer Changes US
By Joyce Flowers
Joyce Flowers is a career educator in
Phoenix, Arizona, who has been
attending Unity since 1991, and who
currently serves as president of the
Unity of Phoenix Board of Trustees.

A

s a child, I was taught
that prayer had a
specific, ritualized
form. I was taught to memorize
prayers, to pray them repetitively,
and often in association with fear-based
notions. There were prayers for forgiveness—five Our Fathers and three Hail
Mary’s from the confessions of a 10-yearold girl. And the rosary, with its
repetition of prayers, offered at
the death of a loved one.
Now I find that my prayers
take many forms. Those most
meaningful have been of
my own invention and have
deepened my relationship,
my conversations with God.
I have learned many things
from my experiences with
prayer.
12
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I’ve learned that we must go well beyond merely forgiving our
enemies. “Pray for them,” I was enjoined by a friend. Pray for
them for two weeks. Pray for them all the things that you wish
for yourself. Pray for them faithfully for two weeks, and you will
then be free from resentment toward them.
I must admit that when my friend suggested that I do this, I was
shocked. If I had not been in such pain spiritually and psychologically, I would have balked. But I was at a point of surrender.
The willingness was there. And so, I prayed for my enemy.
At first, my prayers included a few expletives. God, please take
care of that #!*#!! Grant him peace and success. Give him all
that his heart desires. Hold him in the palm of your hand. The
next morning, praying for my enemy was still difficult, but I
was able to reduce the number of expletives that were associated
with his name. I prayed for him and went on with my day.
By the third day, I noticed something rather surprising. When I
prayed for my enemy, there was no hardness of feeling tainting
the prayers. I felt calm and peaceful about him. And by the
fourth day I began, hesitatingly, to see a few things from his—my
enemy’s—point of view. It was a miracle within me. Never before
have I felt myself changed at depth so readily.
Yes, prayer in any form changes us, and it always works.
One day long ago, while traveling in Greece, I uttered a prayer
that had no words at all. It was just a thought really, tied to a
deep, heartfelt longing. I was in despair. I had done something
for which I could feel no forgiveness for myself. I was ashamed. I
thought for a moment that perhaps my life was not worth living.
Perhaps there were some things for which there could be no
forgiveness.
13
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Then I had the thought, unbidden, of Judas and his terrible
deeds, and his terrible final deed, taking his own life. As a little
Catholic child, I was taught that Judas’ most serious deed was not
the betrayal of Jesus, but the lack of belief in his own forgiveness.
He failed to believe that all can be and is forgiven, and this led
him to take his own life. A mistake in his belief about God’s love
caused him to lose his connection with God.
As these ideas were drifting through my consciousness, for no
reason, for it was not a holy day, or Sunday, nor was it on the
hour or half hour—I heard bells! The air was filled with the
peal of beautiful, melodic bells—a wondrous set of sounds. The
bells of a lovely little Greek church on the island of Santorini
began to chime, restoring my belief in the beauty of life. Lovely,
beautiful bells filled my head with sound and my heart with
understanding.
And from an instant connection with a higher mind, I understood a simple truth: Love is all-forgiving. We make mistakes
as we learn, and we are forgiven for them before we even ask. It
is the nature of our Maker to see us as whole and cleansed. We
are always forgiven for anything, for everything. My unspoken
prayer was answered with joy and clarity.
I once prayed a very short prayer that was answered simultaneously. In April, I resigned from my job, effective the first of July,
although I didn’t have another job lined up. I thought providing
advance notice was the honorable thing to do, giving my
employer plenty of time to find my replacement. But as I drove
to work that morning, my fears came up to choke me. “Dear
God,” I prayed, “Please don’t let me starve!” When I got to work
that morning, there was a little pink message paper sitting on my
desk. My secretary had taken a phone call for me. “Call Pete; it’s
14
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regarding a job.” And one week, and one interview later, I had
my dream job, closer to home and paying quite a lot more than I
was currently making. Although short and ill-phrased, that was
one powerful prayer!
Now my prayer practice is carefully regulated. I never leave
the house without my morning half hour of prayer. Centering
with meditation books of New Thought, then journaling, then
praying on my knees; these are part of my without-fail prayer
practice. The day’s end sees me on my knees once again in prayer.
Sometimes my prayers are merely a thank-you for all that has
been done for me, thank you for all that I’ve been given. Thank
you, thank you, thank you. As Meister Eckhart said: “If the only
prayer you say in your entire life is ‘Thank you,’ it will suffice.”
I believe the truths taught by our Unity fathers and mothers. I
believe that each of us cocreates our life through our communion
with our Maker. Whether it is casual, or quipped, or formal, or
unspoken, prayer changes us for the better and it always works.
15
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Breathe
By Joyce Flowers
Fear
And all the hurts of our past
Leap up to haunt us
Sharp, crooked angles of fear
Supplant today in the mind’s eye
Peace—
Peace
Your Maker loves you well
And nothing ever gets injured
Except your sometimes pride
Yet it is not YOU
You are not the leaving
You are the coming in joy
You are not the hurting
You are the comforting kiss
And you are not the fear
You are the song
And you are not the victim
You are victory
Loud and long and clear
So rise up
And sing your happy child’s song
In the garden.

16
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What Prayer Can
Do for You
By Mary Kupferle
Excerpted from God Will See You Through. Mary L. Kupferle was an
ordained Unity minister who made her transition in 2003.

P

rayer is for anyone and everyone. It is a natural inclination
of the child or of the adult. It is not a strange, fanatical, or
emotional approach to a problem, but a quiet, Christlike
attitude that looks for the good in everything and everyone.
It is an attitude of heart and mind that knows there is a good
outworking for every challenge.
Prayer is not a mystical activity reserved only for those who feel
inclined to express themselves religiously. It is a simple, normal
activity of the mind and heart of everyone who desires to be a
better person, to understand life and living, and to live more
richly.
If you will accept this statement that prayer is the answer, that
prayer is power, and that prayer can change all things that need
changing in your life, yourself, or in any condition of any kind,
you have placed yourself in the stream of blessing that is available to all who ask in faith, believing.
If you are unhappy, prayer can lift you into a new lightness of
heart, joy, and happiness.
If you are plagued with resentment and bitterness regarding a
person or situation, prayer can bring a new understanding to
you that will fill you with new peace and amazing love. If you
17
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are fearful, prayer can transform you into a person of great
courage. If you appear sick or financially lacking, prayer can
heal your body and restore your affairs. There is nothing prayer
cannot do for you. Prayer is an inner line of communication
between you and your Creator. Prayer is your inner contact with
wisdom, understanding, and inspiration. Prayer is your inner
awareness that the Spirit of truth, of which Jesus spoke, is not
only with you but within you, ready to teach you all things. “ ...
the Spirit of truth … will guide you into all the truth; … and he will
declare to you the things that are to come” (Jn. 16:13).
A few moments of being still, quieting your mind and listening
within, will so calm your thoughts that you can pick up your
work and activities with renewed wisdom and confidence. A few
moments of complete silence, acknowledging the presence of
God surrounding you, within you, will bring forth new strength
and assurance and will fill your body with fresh vigor and
vitality. A few moments alone in stillness, remembering that you
are a beloved child of a loving Father, will refresh your whole
being and bless your life.
True prayer is an inner attitude, not a certain outer position or
posture. Prayer makes no demands concerning time or location.
Right where you are, at your place of business, on the street, in
the home, you can pray and pray effectively. The presence of
God is everywhere at all times. The Spirit of truth is eternally
with you and in you as Jesus Christ promised. If you think you
do not know how to begin praying, listen within and this Spirit
of truth will teach you. If you feel inadequate about praying, be
still and obedient and the Spirit within will guide you.
You may say one word, “Father,” and you have prayed and will
receive your clear answer. You may pour out a heart full of desire
18
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and you have prayed and will find your help nigh. You may
repeat a beautifully worded psalm and you have prayed and will
see your direction. You may say nothing at all, only be still, and
you have prayed and will receive.
Moses prayed in his own way, and he received sufficient guidance to lead the enslaved Israelites into the Promised Land.
Joseph prayed in his way, and he received wisdom and patience
and understanding that brought great success and happiness to
him and to all those about him. Paul
prayed in his way, and he received
great illumination that changed
his life and moved the world. Jesus
prayed in his way and miracles of
healing and blessing became a daily
occurrence.
Pray in your way. You will see that
your life will be transformed and
blessed. Stand on no formality. Do
not be ashamed to pray. Do not feel guilty because you have
prayed infrequently before. Begin to pray now in your own way,
in your own time, in your own place of life, and see what prayer
can do for you.
People who pray are illumined people. People who pray are
inspired people. People who pray are strong, courageous
people. People who pray are happy people. People who pray are
successful, confident people. That is what prayer can do for you,
for me, for everyone. It will illumine you, heal you, prosper you,
and bring you into such peace and joy as you have never known.
Pray now and see what prayer can do for you!

20
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The Extraordinary in the Ordinary
By Jan Stromseth
Jan Stromseth is a ministerial student at Unity Institute® and Seminary
who will graduate in June 2013.

J

une 16, 1989, was a beautiful June day, and a day my
life was changed. My brother and sister and our families
were all home in Wisconsin to celebrate our parents’ 40th
wedding anniversary. We had decided to take everyone to the
zoo and give them a rest before the big day of celebration. One
minute I was laughing and enjoying a fun lunchtime with my
family at the Milwaukee Zoo … and the next moment, after
taking a sip from my box of apple juice that we later learned was
full of mold and other toxins, my body went limp.
I collapsed on the table in front of me. My brother and sister
loaded me into a wheelchair that we had brought to assist my
grandmother, and then they started running. As they were
running, they flagged down a zoo employee who stopped his
pickup truck and loaded me in the back. My brother and sister
then raced us all to the
front gates, where an
ambulance was waiting. I
did not respond to emergency triage, so we were
off to the Trauma Center.
I do not remember much
from this time except
my brother, who rode
with me in the back of
21
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the ambulance, telling me to hang on. The only other memory
I have of my surroundings was the feeling of going very fast
under bright lights. Somewhere in this time span, a tremendous
peace came over me. I knew at that moment that I wasn’t going
to make it. So I said a prayer, asking God to watch over my kids
and husband—and then I let go. I did not feel a lot of sadness—
rather, it was a very natural progression, a very peaceful process.
After letting go, I left my body and I saw a very bright light. I
was surrounded by peace and love in ways that I had never experienced before. A Being of Light said to me that it was not my
time and that I must go back.
I learned later that during this time at the Trauma Center, I
flatlined. I do not know how long they were all working on me.
I have since learned about what happened at the Trauma Center
from writing to and meeting with my physician there. I asked
him to help me understand what had happened, as all I could
remember was that I felt a warmth in my right hand that traveled
up my arm and into my heart center.
My doctor said that all medical attempts to revive me had failed.
There was nothing more they could do. He said that he went over
and picked up my right hand in his hands and began to pray.
Shortly thereafter, I felt the warmth coming back into my fingers,
up my arm, and into my heart center. The nurse said to him at
that point that she did not know what he was doing, but to keep
it up, as the heart monitor had begun to beep once again.
When I came back to this body form, I was changed. Although
my physical body healed rather quickly, the transformative
healing continued in my life for many years. I was very aware of
the fact that, as I was leaving this body form, I felt no pain, and
it was not until I came back into body form that I did feel pain.
22
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Throughout the next few
years, as a result of this
experience, I held close,
pondered, and finally truly
embraced a whole new vision
of who I am and who I came
here to be. My wonderful
doctor knew that about
himself. In a room full of
medical professionals, as
a resident, he dared to lay
down his medical instruments and pick up my
lifeless hand, and pray. And
pray! Let me tell you, that
was the extraordinary in the
ordinary! Where would I be
today if that dear doctor had
not lived his faith from the core of his being that day?
We never know what we may be called to be a part of, or how
lives may be changed by our actions and decisions; much more,
how we may be the instrument of the Divine in another’s life.
Are we going to live ordinary lives of day-to-day routines, or are
we willing to see ordinary moments with new eyes and move
beyond the mountains of our making to see that, as we align
with God, nothing is impossible?
It is in those moments of choice each day that we cocreate our
world as ordinary or extraordinary. I now know that each one of
us has the opportunity to live a life of unlimited opportunity—to
live fully and love deeply—through the choices we make, and
our willingness to be extraordinary.
23
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On Prayer
By James Dillet Freeman from Be!

M

uch of prayer is speaking,
yet much of it is listening.
And the speaking we do in
prayer is important, but the listening
is even more important. For it is as
we listen that God speaks. And it is
when we are still that God acts. It is
in the Silence that the word of God is
uttered and the work of God is done.
Some wonder how they will recognize the word of God. I know only
that when God speaks it is in a
language you will understand. If it
is words, it will be words you know.
If it is feelings, you will understand
them too. For feeling is the unforgotten language of the heart; you
could speak it before you learned
words, the language of the mind …
Prayer is not for the purpose of
changing things but of changing us.
It is not to make the Infinite conform
to our will but to help us to understand and conform to the will of the
Infinite. Shall I change the sea by
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shouting or the wind by wailing? Yet
when I was a child I dug a hole in
the sand; and even as I dug, the sea
welled into the hole and filled it full.
When I pray, I dig down through the
sands of self, so that the sea of God
may fill me full …
It is not God but I who need to
change. This is why I use affirmative
prayer …
This is affirmative prayer—to know
in the face of sickness that underneath are the everlasting arms of
wholeness and in the truest part of us
we are inseparably one with life; to
be able to hear through the discords
of daily living the music of immortal
love and to strike its chords from the
key of our own being; to be able to
look at lack, yet to drink deep from
unseen wells of plenty. It is the ability
to see the facts and flaws, yet know
that they are not reality.
True prayer is apprehension of the
changeless Truth, which abides at
the heart of the changeful world, the
Truth of life and joy and order and
love, the Truth of God …
To those who pray, prayer is life itself!
25
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This Prayer’s for You
Song by Rich Fagan, Chris Clarke,
and Richard Mekdeci
c. 2004 Broadminded Music, Inc. ASCAP
MP3 of this song available at www.unity.org/may.

There’s somebody hurting, someone needs a hand.
There’s someone out there somewhere, suffering.
No matter what it is you’re going through
This prayer’s for you. This prayer’s for you.
If you’ve lost a loved one, or lost your way,
If you find yourself without a place to stay,
No matter what it is you’re going through
This prayer’s for you. This prayer’s for you.
Beautiful Spirit, sweet child of love
You are whole and you are worthy
And you are always enough.
All your troubles and your sorrows
Now are washed away.
With you my friend, I pray.
There’s somebody hurting, someone needs a friend.
There’s someone out there somewhere, suffering.
No matter what it is you’re going through,
This prayer’s for you. This prayer’s for you.
This prayer’s for you. This prayer’s for you.
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Unity and
Affirmative Prayer
By Evelyn Lo Foreman
Evelyn Lo Foreman is a ministerial student at
Unity Institute and Seminary.

A

t a very young age, we begin to understand the concept
of prayer. An example is this prayer, offered daily by my
5-year-old son, Cayden:

“Dear God, Thank you for all the toys that Santa will bring me.
Thank you for Popo and Calsea. Thank you for Mommy and
Daddy being alive when I am 14, 21, 56, and 72. Thank you for
my Yee-Yee’s and YaYa’s, Mema and Grandpa coming to visit me
soon! … And thank you for all the animals! Amen-ie!!”
At first, he simply repeated what he heard us pray about. But
later, he began introducing his own prayers. For example, after
he learned about death, he added a prayer that his parents
will be around for a long time. He affirms what he wants in
prayer, and it appears he somewhat understands that prayer is a
communication with a greater source.
Prayer is perhaps one of humankind’s most ancient and mysterious of practices. It is unique to everyone who experiences
it, and there are as many ways to pray as there are people who
pray.
In The Revealing Word, Unity cofounder Charles Fillmore wrote,
“Prayer is the most highly accelerated mind action known. It
steps up mental action until man’s consciousness synchronizes
28
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with the Christ Mind. It is the language of Spirituality; when
developed it makes man master in the realm of creative ideas.”
He wrote in Jesus Christ Heals, “Prayer is both invocation and
affirmation. Meditation, concentration, denial, and affirmation in
the Silence are all forms of what is loosely termed prayer.”
Prayer is a conscious attempt to experience the presence of God.
It heightens our connection with God-Mind and brings forth
wholeness, wisdom, healing, prosperity, and everything good.
Life is consciousness, and to manifest change in life, be it in relationships, health, finances, or spirituality, we must change our
consciousness. Through prayer, we expand into the consciousness of God.
We do not pray to God or for God, but from a space of divinity
within us. Prayer is a way to inner guidance, direction, cooperation, and communion with God. It is a way of being that aligns
our mind with God-Mind, and a way to move through life with
peace in our hearts. It is this awareness of God’s presence within
that keeps us poised and centered in times of challenge.
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Affirmative Prayer

“So I tell you, whatever you ask for in prayer, believe that you have
received it, and it will be yours” (Mk. 11:24).
In Unity, prayer is bringing forth and affirming what already
exists in Truth. Unity teaches “affirmative prayer,” which
involves connecting with the spirit of God within and affirming
Absolute Truth. Rather than begging or beseeching God for
favors or protection, affirmative prayer asserts that we are each
being led to our highest good, regardless of any outer or temporary appearances, situations, or circumstances.
In faith, we pray giving thanks in advance that the Universe is
meeting our every need. Through affirmative prayer, we visualize
and plan for the future knowing that the power of God is continually blessing our lives with unlimited possibilities.
Prayer does not change God, but rather, prayer changes our
awareness, our thoughts, our perceptions, our thinking and as a
result, our behavior, and our lives.
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My Prayer Experience
By Brian Grandon
Brian Grandon is a second-year ministerial student at Unity Institute
and Seminary.

O

n September 28, 2010, I was carrying a pane of glass
from an old house on a construction site—and it
shattered. It severed all of my tendons, a nerve, and an
artery in my left arm. I did not know the extent of these injuries
at the time, but was in a state of shock and convinced the
foreman to drive me to the hospital. I did not take the time to
fasten a tourniquet, but just squeezed it with my good hand and
jumped in the truck.
To begin with, I have relatively low blood pressure and am
anemic. After just a few blocks, I realized I was in serious
trouble. Soon, I would bleed to death! I was immediately
becoming groggy; my grip was weakening and couldn’t stop the
blood flow. Then, I prayed, “But God, I’m not done yet.” I prayed
another highly personal prayer, and began to shut down. We
were still about 10 minutes away from the hospital.
I began to wonder if this really was my time, or if I would have
a near-death experience. I was not fearful of death at all, just
disappointed that the guy next to me would be freaked out by a
dead body next to him and not being able to say goodbye to my
loved ones.
Suddenly, I heard him yell out, “Hey, there’s an ambulance
on the side of the road up in front of us!” He honked his way
across seven lanes of San Diego traffic to cut off two ambulance
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guys from leaving a 7-11 parking lot! They had just stopped in
for some soda pop for lunch. So, in this parking lot, the EMTs
stopped the blood flow and got oxygen on me so quick it was
amazing.
Later that evening, I met up with the EMTs at the hospital. They
told me that my blood pressure was so low that I only had about
two minutes until it was game over.
God answered my prayer long before I knew what to pray. My
life is a prayer and I am never separated from God.
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He Lives in Me
By Jim Rosemergy
I sleep in His peace.
I wake in His joy.
I walk in His light,
And am warmed by His love.
And all that I am and will ever be
Is all because He lives in me.
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Tools for Your Prayer Practice
By Hypatia Hasbrouk, from Handbook of Positive Prayer

A Word About Amen

Amen may be used as often as we wish when we pray. Ordinarily,
it is said only at the close of prayer, but there is no reason that
we should not say it after every affirmation. Amen is a Hebrew
word that means “so it is; so shall it be; so be it.” It also means
“certainly,” or “truly,” and “this is true.” When we know what
the word means, we can see why we can use it freely as long
as we use it after a positive statement or prayer. Obviously, we
would not want to add amen to words like these, “God, help me.
I have no money and I am hungry.” These may be the facts of a
present situation, but we would not want to say “so it is; so shall
35
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it be; so be it” to the continuation of poverty and hunger. We
need to be careful to say amen to Truth and Truth only …
By ratifying only what is true, only what reflects God’s ongoing
creative activity, we constantly adjust our thinking to that
activity and form new habits of thought. This is a way we
become transformed by the renewal of our minds.
Yes, regular, disciplined prayer changes you. It does not change
the way God treats you. There is no need to change the way God
treats any of us, for God’s activity is always for the highest good
of all parts of creation, including us. Prayer changes us so that
we no longer unwittingly block the activity of God; instead, we
cooperate with it.
Our prayers do not change other persons. Other persons may
seem to change when, through prayer, we change our perception and understanding of them. They may actually change in
response to the new way we treat them as a result of our new
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perception and understanding of them, but the change we may
see will result from the change in their perception of us …
The best way to encourage others to practice positive prayer is to
persist in our own prayer life. The good results will speak more
convincingly for us than our words. As our lives become more
orderly, our circumstances more prosperous, our bodies more
healthy, our behavior more kindly, our work more productive, and
our attitudes more joyful, the people in our lives will want to know
how we have achieved such changes. Then is the time to share.
Prayer Partners

Perhaps you are beginning the practice of positive prayer with
one or more partners. If so, your experiences can be rich, indeed,
for Jesus said, “Where two or three are gathered in my name,
there am I in the midst of them” (Mt. 18:20) … The following
suggestions have enhanced the experiences of many persons in
prayer partnership:
a definite time to meet regularly. Keep the appointment as
you would an appointment with a counselor or physician or
for a tennis, golf, or bridge lesson. Meet at least once a week,
or more often, and reserve at least 15 minutes for prayer—
more if you wish. If you wish to socialize too, separate the
prayer and the social activities.

1. S
 et

2. Decide

whether or not you will use a specific format and what it
will be. You may decide always to pray a particular prayer such
as “The Lord’s Prayer” or the 23rd Psalm at the beginning of
your time together. You may wish to use a devotional booklet,
affirmations, spontaneous prayers, or all of them. How you
spend your prayer time is your choice.
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3. Pray

about one another’s concerns. You may use affirmations
from this book or design them to fit your specific needs. The
concerns may be personal or may involve other persons. The
important thing is that you are praying about them together
and that your joint prayers strengthen your ability to let God
do the perfect work in and through you both.

4. S
 et

a specific time when you will not be together but will pray the
same prayer. Again, this may be only once a week, but most
partners prefer to have more frequent prayer times. To know
that someone is praying the same prayer at the same time
gives you a great sense of your oneness in Spirit.
free to call one another for prayer support. Often (when we
are deeply involved in a situation) we feel that we need to let
someone else do the praying. Let your prayer partner pray for
you until you feel you can pray in faith.

5. Feel
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confidentiality. Prayer partners share their concerns
with one another. Never divulge shared information without
the consent of the person. If you are concerned about your
partner, take the concern to God in prayer and see your
partner enjoying the perfect outcome.

6. Keep

7. B
e

flexible and ready to dissolve the partnership when it has
done its work. It may be necessary to rearrange meeting times.
Either of you may wish to change the regular prayers you use.
Be willing to do whatever is needed to keep the partnership
a satisfactory experience. If you feel that the partnership has
served its purpose, be willing to dissolve it. Most partnerships
never completely end. The partners may no longer meet, but
the bond between them is spiritual and so it continues. Many
partners feel free to call or write one another for prayer
support even years after they have ceased to meet regularly.

A Prayer Journal

Prayer partners can share the experiences
they have as a result of prayer. But
whether or not you have a prayer partner,
you will find keeping a private prayer
journal a valuable practice. The journal
need not be elaborate; a composition book or a looseleaf binder will do. In the journal, record what you have learned
as a result of your prayer work, what experiences you have had,
the evidence of answered prayer that you have received. You may
wish to record specific insights or ideas. You may make entries
daily or weekly, as you choose. You will find that keeping a
prayer journal helps you to persist in prayer, because when you
review what you have written, you can see how your improving
inner life has changed your material life for the better.
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Let This Be Your
Blessing for Others
By Martha Smock from Listen, Beloved
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I have faith in you, because I have faith in God in you.
I do not pray for you to be better than you are;
I pray for you to be as good as you are.
I pray for you to express your true Christ self.
I do not pray for you to be happy in the way I think your
happiness lies.
I pray for you to follow your indwelling light, which always
leads to fulfillment and happiness.
I do not pray for you to be free from responsibilities.
I pray for you to be free from worry and anxiety, to be the
fearless, wise, confident, capable being that you are in Spirit.
I do not pray for you to conform to my idea of success and
achievement.
I pray for you to express and expand your
God-given abilities and talents in your own
unique and wonderful way.
I pray for you, knowing that you are
beloved of God.
I bless you without reservation.
I love you as God loves you.
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Waiting for God
By Jim Rosemergy
Jim Rosemergy is a former executive vice president of
Unity School of Christianity and the senior minister at
Unity of Fort Myers, Florida. This article is excerpted
from his book The Gathering.
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F

or thousands of years, humanity has believed prayer is
something we do, but this is not true. If prayer is an experience of God’s presence and it comes through grace, prayer
is what God does. We practice; God perfects. We wait; God lifts.
While we wait, we learn humility, compassion, nonresistance,
patience, acceptance, and self-love. These are the qualities we
value most in other people and in the world. We may strive to
live this way and express these qualities, but we fail. We fail
because these qualities cannot live in the world until they live
in us.
Waiting humbles us. We discover how powerless we are to make
changes within ourselves. We try, expend effort, and strive with
noble intentions, but we fail to realize that transformation is
divine work. The waiting humbles us and opens us to powers
and methods we do not understand. Eventually our efforts cease.
This happens when divine efforts are best felt and experienced.
We let go and “let God be God.”
As we wait, we are not passive. Our work is unconditional
observation. We become sensitive to what is moving within us.
Essentially we are answering the philosopher’s maxim “Know
thyself.” We experience the feelings that move deep within us.
We discover the thoughts that live in the depths of our soul.
Memories emerge from a sheltered and often shameful or guiltridden past. The thoughts, feelings, and memories are not always
pleasant, but they do bring us the gift of the moment, and whenever we live in the moment we are truly alive.
As we wait, it is best if we are focused and centered. As stated
before, there are myriad prayer practices, but it is good to have
a safe home to return to. For instance, I often give my attention
to one of the following ideas: It Is, God Is, I Am. Or on another
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occasion I inwardly declare, God is enough. The possibilities are
infinite. I can even give attention to a physical object or an inner
image.
I focus and then I wait. In most instances, the waiting is interrupted by thoughts, feelings, or images. I do not condemn them
or label them “good” or “bad.” Each thought, feeling, or image
simply is. It Is, God Is, I Am. This is unconditional observation, and it teaches us compassion and acceptance of ourselves.
We don’t resist what is emerging from within; we are watchers
willing to discover what is moving within us beneath conscious
thought and belief. In this way, we come to know ourselves and
discover that before nonresistance can be effective in the world,
it must be applied to that which moves in our souls.
We focus and wait and watch; the intrusion comes again.
Without condemnation, without judgment, we observe and then
declare our truth or engage in our prayer practice again, and
then we wait only to be seized by the thought or feeling or image
once more.
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Can you see how humbling this is?
Here is another example of waiting that most of us have experienced: the expected arrival of a friend at the airport. You will
find waiting for a friend similar to waiting for the experience of
the divine Friend. You stand at the end of the concourse from
which your friend will emerge. While you wait, you see some
people waiting as you are, and others lovingly greeting friends
and family who have arrived before your friend. You observe
the reunions and then return to the exit where your friend will
emerge. Suddenly you see a police officer riding a Segway. You
think, That’s a cool machine. I wish I had one. I wonder how much
they cost. Is it hard to learn to ride one of those?
You are distracted for a few moments from waiting for your
friend, but now your eyes return to the exit and the people
streaming from the concourse. You ask one of them what flight
they were on. It’s not the airline your friend took. You return to
waiting and watching. Eventually your friend arrives. Your heart
leaps for joy and you greet this dear one with open arms.
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Haven’t you experienced this form of waiting many times? You
were patient, persistent, and focused on the coming of your
friend, but you were also distracted from your waiting. Your
momentary lack of focus on the concourse exit did not mean
you wanted to see your friend any less. Allowing yourself to be
distracted did not mean you were a failure. The distractions were
part of waiting. Waiting at the airport is a good example of the
process we experience when we wait for God.
Eventually the Friend arrives, or more accurately, we discover
a Presence that is always with us. We have an experience of the
Presence. It may take weeks or even months, but persistence
becomes a way of life. We discover a strength we never knew
we possessed. We do not quit, for our quest is God. Most people
report that the first experience of the Presence is a feeling of
peace or comfort, but the truth is that Spirit can express Itself
in a variety of ways. The outcome is that as we learn to wait,
our consciousness is transformed. We become increasingly
aware that God is real. We receive the gift of an awareness of
Spirit. This is what lies beyond time. The gift of God perpetually
offered to us is finally received. This consciousness becomes our
life and is the glass through which we see ourselves, others, and
the world. What greater vision could there be? What greater gift
could we receive? Above all, we learn to wait.
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The Prayer of Faith
By Hannah More Kohaus

God is my help in every need;
God does my every hunger feed;
God walks beside me, guides my way
Through every moment of the day.
I now am wise, I now am true,
Patient, kind, and loving too.
All things I am, can do, and be
Through Christ, the Truth that is in me.
God is my health, I can’t be sick;
God is my strength, unfailing, quick;
God is my all, I know no fear,
Since God and love and Truth are here..
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Prayers You May Want to Pray
Thank You, God, for Your ever-present sanctuary of love and joy
and peace within my heart.
I surrender myself to You, God. Fill me with Your presence as I
listen in the Silence.
Holy Presence within me, I am willing to release all feelings of
hurt and anger and resentment. Help me know true forgiveness
and see each person as part of You.
Great Spirit of this universe, how glorious are Your ways. My
human mind cannot fully grasp the magnitude of all You are.
Thank You for the safety of Your guiding presence—wherever
I am, whatever I do.
Thank You, God, for the growing awareness of who I am. You
have created me to express You. I make the commitment today
to be Your hands, Your voice, Your heart.
The cells of my body shout for joy as they resurrect into radiant
wholeness! Thank You, God, for Your powerful healing presence
as it touches every atom of my body.
I choose this day to serve God—to let my love radiate to all
people and to be an inspiration to others. My only prayer is to
know God.
Gentle Spirit, I have heard Your call. I feel You drawing me closer
to the realization of Your presence in my life. I hunger to know
You more. I want to love You more and serve You more. Show
me the way, God, for I am ready.
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How May We Serve You?
Through prayer, publishing, and spiritual education, Unity is always
here to support you in expressing your divine potential for a healthy,
prosperous, and meaningful life:
Prayer Support
Call Silent Unity® at 1-800-NOW-PRAY (669-7729) for personal prayer
anytime, day or night, or visit www.silentunity.org to submit your prayer
request online.
Inspirational Publications
Call 1-800-669-0282, Monday–Friday, 7:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m. (CT), or visit
www.unity.org.
•D
 aily Word® in regular, large type, digital, or Spanish (La Palabra Diaria)
• Unity Magazine®
• Books, both in print and e-books
• CDs and DVDs
Spiritual Education
For information, call 816-251-3535, Monday–Friday, 7:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m.
(CT), or visit www.unityinstitute.org for courses offered.
Unity Retreats and Events
Call 816-251-3540 or (toll-free) 1-866-34-UNITY (1-866-348-6489),
Monday-Friday, 7:30 a.m.–4:30 p.m. (CT), or visit www.unityvillage.org
to see detailed information for workshops, retreats, and special events.
Online Resources
• Articles, prayers, meditation, news, and information at www.unity.org.
• Spiritual online radio programming 24/7 at www.unityonlineradio.org.
• Daily Word messages and related content at www.dailyword.com.
Unity is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, supported primarily by
freewill offerings, including planned giving. To give a donation, please visit
www.unity.org/donate. Thank you in advance for your support.
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